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ABSTRACT

Nonlinear properties of the m=l internal kink mode are shown in a

low 6 current carrying stellarator. The effects of the external helical

magnetic fields are considered through a rotational transform and the

magnetic surface is assumed to be circular. Magnetic surfaces inside

the iu + i_ = 1 surface shift and deform non-circularly, while magnetic

surfaces outside the i. + i = 1 are not disturbed, where i. is a

rotational transform due to helical magnetic fields and i is due to a

plasma current. Many higher harmonics are excited after the fundamental

mode saturates. . . -

When the external helical magnetic fields are lowered, the n=l

tearing mode similar to that in a low p tokamak grows and magnetic

islands appear near the i. + i = 1 surface.

For adequate helical magnetic fields, the current carrying stellara-

tor becomes stable against both the m=l internal kink mode and the m=l

tearing mode, without lowering the rotational transform.
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1. INTRODUCTION

When a current channel shrinks by radiation loss due to impurity

ions in a peripheral region, a safety factor at a magnetic axis q(0)

becomes lower than one. The plasma column is unstable against magneto-

hydrodynamic (MHD) nodes in the region of q(r) < 1. By use of the

cylindrical plasma approximation, Shafranov showed that the internal

kink mode with m=l and n=l is linearly unstable [1], where m and n

denote a poloidal mode number and a toroidal mode number, respectively.

Fluctuations of soft X-ray radiation in a central region show sawtooth

relaxation oscillations with precursor oscillations with mode numbers

m=l and n=l [2]. Firstly von-Goeler et al. considered the precursor

oscillations come from the m=l internal kink mode; however, the growth

rate of the m=l internal kink mode is approximately seven times too

large to explain the observed growth rats of the m=l oscillations.

Another discrepancy may be that the m=l internal kink mode becomes

stable in a toroidal configuration with a circular cross-section [3].

On the other hand the m=l tearing mode becomes unstable in the low 6

tokamak approximation, where the m=l internal kink mode is marginal [4].

The nonlinear calculations of the m=l tearir.g mode by use of the reduced

nonlinear MHD equations under the low 8 tokamak ordering show the fea-

tures of the sawtooth relaxation oscillations [5], e.g., the amplitude

of the m=l tearing mode saturates when q(r) becomes larger than one

everywhere. A temperature profile also shows a flattened profile in the

central region of the plasma column. Sykes and Wesson [6] show the

relaxation oscillations due to the m=l resistive kink mode in the three

dimensional MHD calculations. The nonlinear behaviors of the m=l in-

ternal ideal MHD kink mode can be shown by the numerical calculations
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of the three dimensional ideal MHD equations [7], since this mode is

marginal under the low 8 tokamak ordering. In these calculations arti-

ficially short wavelength along the toroidal direction and high 8 plasma

are used to save computation time. The situation is somewhat different

from the usual low (5 tokanak experiments.

We study nonlinear properties of the m=l internal ideal MHD kink

mode by use of the low 6 tokamak ordering [8] and the stellarator ex-

pansion [9]. It should be noted that the m=l internal kink mode is

marginal under the low 6 tokamak ordering. Two possibilities making the

mode unstable are pointed out. The one is to deform the cross-section

elliptic [10]. The other is to include helical magnetic fields which is

applied externally such as in a current carrying stellarator [11] or

induced in the central region by the external kink mode or the m=2 tear-

ing mode in a tokamak [12]. The last case is probable in the tokamak

experiments, since the m=2 tearing mode is linearly unstable [13] and

the m=2 MHD activity is usually seen in the tokamak experiments. Recently

WVIIa stellarator team investigates the internal relaxation oscillations

of the soft X-ray radiation and their correlation to the rotational

transform of the helical magnetic fields [14]. They show that the in-

ternal sawtooth relaxations play an mportant role in the energy trans-

port and the stellarator field has been seen to improve the stability

behavior regarding MHD modes. The linear MHD stability against kink and

tearing nodes in a current carrying stellarator has been already shown

in ref.[ll]. The stability behavior shown in WVIIa stellarator may be

explained qualitatively by the linear MHD stability. Here we show the

nonlinear behaviors of the internal m=l kink mode which i" unstable in

a current carrying stellarator with a finite shear, i^ > 0, where ih(r)

denotes a rotational transform due to external helical magnetic fields.
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The saturation mechanism of the m=l internal kink mode ii insistent

with the theory given by Rosenbluth, Dagazian and Rutherford [15]. The

magnetic surfaces inside the iu + \ = 1 surface shift and many higher

harmonics appear. Surface current appears in the vicinity of the i^ + i

= 1 surface. The transition from the m-1 tearing mode to the m=l internal

kink mode can be shown by changing the ratio t nA a> where i shows a

rotational transform due to a plasma current.

In Sec.2 the reduced nonlinear fWD equations to study the internal

MHD modes in a current carrying stellarator are derived from the incom-

pressible MHD equations. In Sec.3 results obtained by the numerical

calculation are shown. Discussion about the numerical results is given

in Sec.4. In Appendix the scheme of the numerical calculation is

briefly shown.

2. NONLINEAR MHD EQUATIONS

Incompressible magnetohydrodynamic equations are given in the fol-

lowing form:

nou = V x S , (3)

^•t = 0 , (4)

V-v = 0 , (5)
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where the usual notation is used. Here the resistivity n is included

to consider resistive tearing modes. We assume uniform density p = pQ

in order to simplify the calculation. This assumption is allowed to

study nonlocal MHO modes. By use of the usual low 6 tokamak ordering [8]:

8 = § z + txt Bz = BQ + 0 ( E 2 ) , B ± / B Z <V 0(e); tf = ^z + ^, V£/VA <v 0(e);

$ = ^z + Vx, VZ/7A -», 0(e); the eqs.(4) and (5) reduce to V^-l^. = 0(e
2)

and Vi-^j, = 0(e ), respectively. Here z denotes the direction of the

longitudinal magnetic field and i means the direction perpendicular to

z direction. The small parameter E is regarded as an inverse aspect

ratio, a/R « 1. We can introduce a flux function, iji, and a stream

function, $, by neglecting 0(e );

= e z x % , (6)

= e z x ̂  . (7)

Here e denotes a unity vector. The stellarator expansion [9] shows

that effects of a stellarator field can be considered only through its

rotational transform ih(r) for a low 3 plasma. It is also assumed that

magnetic surfaces are circular. By following the stellarator expansion,

a current carrying stellarator consistent with the low 3 vokamak order-

ing is given by that IJJ consists of the flux due to a plasma current i|>

and the flux due to external helical fields i|v. The effects of the

helical pitch is neglected, which may be allowed for non-resonant helical

magnetic field consistent with Bx/B, <\. 0(e). By operating Vx on the

eq.(l) and considering the z component,

(8)
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is obtained. Here J = Aj.i|/ has been used. From eq.(2),

(9)

is found. The #„(•") is given from the rotational transform due to

helical magnetic fields ih(r). In deriving eqs.(8) and (9h the follow-

ing normalizations have been carried out; v/vDfl -*• v, r/a ->• r, B/B •* B,

tVp./a •*• t and n/u Vp.a •*• n- The poloidal Alfvln velocity is given by

vn. = B,/i/u~p7. The poloidal magnetic field at r = a, B , is given byrM a o o a

the sum of Bg(a) due to the plasma current and BQ(?») found from K ( r ) .

By the approximation that the magnetic surfaces are circular and the

external helical fields are included through the rotational transform,

helical symmetry may be assumed even in the current carrying stellarator.

The physical quantity f(r, 8, z) in the cylindrical coordinates can be

described by f(r, ? = me - nz/R), where R means a major radius in a

torus. Eqs.(8) and (9) are reduced to two-dimensional nonlinear HHD

equations,

*"• = e •lVj,(tf'* + ijvj x V A J - v̂ cj) x vAAi<j>/ , (10)

and
3i|/

= e • {v[(I/'* + I/̂L ) x VA$} - n^ ' (11)

where J = A±i^* + 2n/m q(a) and i|<* - ̂ a - n/m q(a)r /2. The safety fac-

tor at r = a is given by

q(a) = V ( i J a ) + ah(a)) . (12)
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3. NUMERICAL CALCULATION

Firstly we study linear stability against low m kink and tearing

modes. By linearizing eqs.(10) and (11) around an equilibrium state

and considering marginal state for a helical mode (m, n),

di{>

-H^T) - - % • * « = 0 ( 1 3 )

is found, where

and

v rn~~ l *r' 1 J r r ' "

In deriving tq.(13). the resistivity n is neglected. Equation (13)

agrees with the linearized MHD equation given by the stellarator expan-

sion in a low B current carrying steilarator [9]. The linear MHD sta-

bility in a stellarator with a parabolic current profile and a rotational

transform

ih(r) = i*(0.286 + 0.714 (£)
Z) (14)

is shown in Fig.1 [11]. Here horizontally striped rreas are regions

unstable against external kink modes. Vertically striped areas are

regions unstable against internal kink modes. The dotted areas are

regions unstable against resistive tearing modes. Here we should notice

that the m=l internal kink mode is unstable when the singular surface,

r , is in the plasma column. This mode becomes marginal when the ex-

ternal helical fields with dih/dr > 0 are absent. In the current

carrying low 8 stellarator, the m=l internal kink mode is unstable with
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the same order of the external kink modes. The same situation is found

in an elliptical cross-section tokamak [10].

Secondly we solve two-dimensional nonlinea; MHD equations (10) and

(11) numerically. An initial equilibrium state is given by the plasma

current profile J(r) (or i (r)) and the profile of the rotational pro-

file i. (r). After giving a small perturbation in 4> and tp with m=l and

n-1, we follow the time development of the perturbation, including mode

coupling processes between higher harmonics with N(m9 - nz/R), where N

is an integer. If the given equilibrium is unstable against the m="l

internal kink mode, the perturbation grows exponentially and then satu-

rates in the nonlinear stage. On the other hand, when it is stable

against this mode, the growing of the perturbation is not seen. The

numerical schemes to solve eqs.(10) and (11) are shown in the Appendix.

If t|>h and ih are neglected, the nonlinear MHD equations (10) and (11)

are reduced to those solved by Waddel et al. [5] to study the m=l tearing

mode in the low 6 tokamak. They use an alternating-direction implicit

scheme to advance eq.(ll) while eq.(10) is advanced explicitly. We use

Fourier expansions about e and differnece forms about r and advance eqs.

(10) and (11) by a predictor-corrector method [16].

Numerical studies are carried out along the line t + i. = 1/1.5

(see the line A in Fig.l). The m=l internal kink mode can be seen for

ih(a)/i0(a) > 0.1. The kinetic energy of the m=l internal kink mode

(N= 1) and its higher harmonics (N - 2 * 6) is shown in Fig.2. Here

ih(a)/ia(a) = 0.2 and S = 1/n = 7.5 x 10 are chosen, where S is a ratio

between the resistive diffusion time and the transit time of the poloidal

Alfve"n velocity. The normalized resistivity, n, is given to be constant

in the calculation. The profile of n is essential for m > 2 modes [17].

Mode coupling between eight modes are included. Profiles of initial
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perturbations are given by

- (r/rs)
2)cos(9 - z/R) (r

where r denotes a resonant surface and outside the resonant surface

ita. and <Kj_, are zero. The fundamental mode (N = 1) saturates at

T = tVp./a = 106; however higher harmonics are still growing and the

total kinetic energy is increasing. For T £ 120, amplitudes of N = 1 -v-

4 modes become almost same. Magnetic surfaces at T = 106 are shown in

Fig.3. Magnetic surfaces inside iu + t = 1 surface shift and deform

non-circularly, while magnetic surfaces outside i. + i = 1 surface are

not disturbed. It is most important that the reconnections- of magnetic

fields or the magnetic islands are not seen. These are consistent with

the nonlinear behaviors of the m=l internal kink mode given by Rosenbluth,

Dagazian and Rutherford [15]. The mode shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 is

identified with the m=l internal kink mode by the facts that Fig.2 and

Fig.3 can be found for any S, i.e., this mode is an ideal MHD mode and

iu(a) and io(a) are chosen in the linearly unstable region of the m=l

internal kink mode (see Fig.l). The profiles of the plasma current J(r)

and of the stream function <j>(r) with N = 1 are shown in Fig.4. The

surface-like current appears at the compressed region of magnetic sur-

faces around the q=l surface (see Fig.3). The surface current is pre-

dicted by the theory of Rosenbluth, Dagazian and Rutherford [15]; however

it gives so serious obstacle in the numerical calculation using a finite

size mech that we cannot advance computations beyond T z 120. The

profile of <t(r) is similar to that given by the linear theory of the
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m=l internal kink mode [1], i.e., <{i(r) is proportional to r in r <

and it vanishes in r > r .

Figure 5 shows the time dependence of kinetic energy for 0

•a

= 0.05 and S = 10 . The smaller external helical fields give the quite

different behaviors from Fig.1. Magnetic islands appear in this case.

Figure 6 shows magnetic surfaces before the saturation of the kinetic

energy and Fig.7 shows magnetic surfaces after the saturation. Figures

5, 6 and 7 are similar to those given by Haddel et al. [5] in the non-

linear calculation of the m=l tearing mode. Tha mode shown in these

figures is considered as the m=l tearing mode. It is found that the

linear growth rate of the fundamental mode [U = 1 ) is proportional to
-0 32S ' in our calculations. This is consistent with the linear growth

rate of the m=l tearing mode, y " S [4]. In our calculations the

transition from the m=l internal kink mode to the m=l tearing mode

appears at iu(a)/i (a) < 0.1. This may give the minimum of the external

helical fields to which the low 6 stellarator expansion can apply [9].

The behavior of the fundamental mode (N = 1) is essential in the non-

linear properties of the m=l tearing mode as shown in Fig.5. Figure 8

shows the plasma current profile J(r) and the profile of the fundamental

mode <J>(r) for tuU)/ia(a) = 0.05 and S = 10 . The change of the current

profile is more smooth than the case of the m=l internal kink mode and

the region of q(r) < 1 becomes narrow gradually.

When tu(a) is increased further along the line A in Fig.l, the

resonant surface, ^hCr ) + lc/rs^ ~ '' disappears. T " i s configuration

is stable to both the ni=l internal kink mode and the m=l tearing mode.

The current carrying stellarator may be possible to suppress the internal

disruption usually found in tokamak plasmas without lowering the rota-

tional transform.
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4. DISCUSSIONS

It is reasonable that reconnections of magnetic fields occur by

small dissipation after many higher harmonics excita and the surface-

like current appears in the compressed region of -nagnetic surfaces (see

Fig.2 and Fig.3). Originally Kadomtsev [IS] suggested that the internal

disruption comes from the reconnections of magnetic fields after the m=l

internal kink mode fully develops. In order to apply our calculations

to tokamak plasmas, fairly large amplitude of m=2 or m=3 MHD activity

is required. Recent experiments in TFR [19] observe two types of the

m=l mode by the fluctuations of soft X-ray radiation. The one is directly

connected with the m=2 MHD activity and this mode may be explained by the

m=l internal kink mode shown here. The other m=l mode may be the m=1

tearing mode. The m=2 and n=l MHD mode makes a helical sturcture in the

central region, ulhen its amplitude exceeds some critical value, the m=l

mode strongly correlated with the m=2 MHD mode is excited through the

helical structure.

The growth rate of the m=l tearing mode decreases in high tempera-

ture plasmas according to y « n , while the growth rate of the m=l

internal kink mode is independent of the resistivity and it may be im-

portant in high temperature plasmas. Kadomtsev [19] gives the velocity

of the incompressible helical flow at the onset of the reconnection,

v -v — v n ^
r PA \ * ~I

and the total time or the reconnection,

2
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where vp. is a poloidal Alfvgn velocity and 6 is a thickness of the

compressed region of the magnetic surfaces. At T = 106 in Fig.1, where

the fundamental mode saturates, the total kinetic energy gives v <*. 3 x

10" vp«. When r /6 -\. 20 is assumed, the reconnection process starts at

v "»« 5 x 10 Vp.. In this case the reconnection may appear after 15 i>

20 harmonics fully develop. Since 6 is prcportiona' to n , t in-

creases in high temperature plasmas.

In the Calculations shown here, the current carry stellarator with

a large shear (eq.(14)) is chosen. The growth of the m=l internal kink

mode is also seen for a weak shear case, ih(r) - \ (0.90 + 0.1 (r/a) ),

and ih(a)/i0(a) = 0.2.
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APPENDIX

Equations (10) and (11) are Fourier expanded with regard to the

variable z, = m8 - nz/R and shown in the following form [16];

IF =k+|=N
 T k "^ "^ " * V ~3F ~ Vk IF ' *k "aF1 '

if
3* 34>f 30

(A-2)
*M km h 3*» 34>f 305

1 dJN =FdFr-dF- M N̂ lN ̂  0) ' (A'3)

, . dAa

^ ^ ^ ( a ) , (A.4)

<?>V
where ̂ , ̂ , ipf|, <|)N, JfJ and VN are the coefficient of the Fourier series

with regard to c. Here i|>N = 0 for N f 0 an-
4 C is given externally.

About the coupling terms in (A.I) and (A.2), higher order terms with

N > 8 are neglected in our computations. The derivative with regard to

r can be shown by the finite difference forms. Then these equations are

advanced by a predictor-corrector method. The quantity JN is found from

t(£ by the numerical derivative in (A.3) or (A.4). This process may be

crucial to minimize numerical errors. The quantity $*. is found from V̂ .

by the numerical integration in (A.5).

The reality conditions, ty_N = <I<N» J.N = JN> <t>_N = -<!>N and V_N =

-Vf. are imposed on the Fourier coefficients. These conditions are

used to save computation time. Here i> means <|>* or >l>a.

The^ boundary conditions to solve eqs.(A.l) -v (A.5) are given by
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•N(0) = JN(0) = *N(0) = VN(0) = 0, fy(l) = JN(1) = 0 (for N f 0), ̂ (1

= VN(1) = 0 and the derivative of ^(r) at 1 is equal to the constant

given at T = 0.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. The MHD stability diagram in the stellarator with the palabolic

current profile and the rotational transform given by eq.(14).

Horizontally striped areas are regions unstable against external

kink modes. Vertically striped areas are regions unstable

against internal kink modes. The dotted areas are regions

unstable against resistive tearing modes.

Fig.2. Kinetic energies cf the m=l internal kink mode. The dotted line

shows the total kinetic energy and the curve with a number N

shows the kinetic energy of N-th harmonic. The curve of N = 1

shows the behavior of the fundamental mode.

Fig.3. Magnetic surfaces at T = 106 shown by the arrow in Fig.">.. T=106

corresponds to the saturation of the fundamental mode.

Fig.4. The right figure shows the current profile along the radius with

8 = 0 and e = IT at T = 100 in Fig.2. The left shows the profile

of stream function of N = 1 along the radius with e = 0. The

arrow shows the i^ + i = 1 surface at T = 0.

Fig.5. Kinetic energies of the n=l tearing mode. The dotted line shows

the total kinetic energy and the curve with N shows the kinetic

energy of N-th harmonic. The curve of N = 1 shows the behavior

of the fundamental mode. S = 10 and a spatially constant

resistivity are given.

Fig.6. Magnetic surfaces at T = 60 (the left arrow in Fig.5).

Fig.7. Magnetic surfaces at T = 80 (the right arrow in Fig.5).

Fig.8. The right figures shows the current profile along the radius

with 6 = 0 and 6 = 7T at T = 60 in Fig.5. The left shows the

profile of the stream function of N=l along the radius with 9=0.

The arrow shows the i^ + i = 1 surface at T = 0.
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